as the world sits gripped in a crisis now some thirty years old, a crisis which has finally, over the last decade, given rise to a renewal of communist theory and hope, grounded in the anticapitalist movements from Chiapas to Brazil to Seattle to Genoa.
This book argues that the new movements against globalisation must, in fact, not be lulled back into the quagmire of Leninism, in whatever form, and that it must project a new anticapitalism, but one grounded not in hopes of state power and vanguard parties, but in the self-activity, the emancipatory and revolutionary self-activity of the proletariat. Section Three is focused more on problems of organisation and how we understand our own activity. The essays criticise the notion of 'using the state', of 'going through the institutions'. They also criticise the idea that revolution is a conflict between two equivalent subjects, two armies. A different activity is posed, one which is about antipower, an anti-politics, rather than a politics of conquest.
All of the authors share a broadly class-struggle-centric analysis and the possibility of a communist anti-politics which sees itself as the moving negation of the existing social relations, rather than as moving through the institutions of capital. This involves a fundamentally anti-sociological and anti-instrumental approach to class, state and crisis.
In the beginning
The 'Introduction' by the two editors, Sergio Tischler and Werner Bonefeld, takes us to the current crisis, the anti-globalisation movement and the notion of freedom, but there is one point in particular that underpins the rest of the book:
What, then, is to be done? The idea of the revolutionary party as the organizational form of revolution has to be abandoned. The form of the party contradicts the content of revolution, and that is, human emancipationthe emancipation of the dependent masses can only be achieved by the dependent masses themselves. The notion of the form of the state as an instrument of revolution has to go. The idea of the seizure of power on behalf of the dependent masses has to be exposed for what it is: the denial of the society of the free and equal. Moaning about the 'excesses' of capital has to stop. A lamenting critique merely seeks to create a fairer capitalism,
